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ComSignTrust ™
Point Of Sale e-sign
API

e-Sign For Going Paperless
ComSignTrust™ digital signing solutions aren’t just about digital signatures. They are about securing,
automating and controlling all your document signing to make it so much more efficient and far
more cost effective. ComSignTrust™ solution enables each user to e-sign documents of all
types — invoices, agreements, diagrams, forms, applications, letters and more — interfacing with any
application and any format of your choice.
ComSignTrust™ POS has been designed to meet the needs of service providers and businesses
that require a comprehensive and modern signing tool to digitally sign orders and agreements at the
Point Of Sale and make the customer experience a lot more comfortable and enjoyable.
When you deploy ComSignTrust™, all of the solution’s benefits, especially ROI, start on day one.

Product brief
 Supports the interaction between clerk and customer in the Point Of Sale
 Offers guided digital signing process using a tablet
 Digital signatures serves as an authentication of the signer as well as an indicator that the
received content has not been modified since it was signed
 Enables displaying selected document on tablet, document merging, zoom in/out
 Synchronized Annotations, scrolling, form filling, signing, marking selected fields
 Optional image attachments
 Uses tablet's idle wasted time in order to display advertisement
 Enables sending the signed document to the customer by email in the end of the process
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Product benefits
 Preventing the necessity of document printing in any POS
 Save time and paper work to both supplier and customer in the POS
 Legally authorized signature
 Qualified or advanced Digital signatures and time stamping
 Additional graphical and /or biometric signature of the customer
 Integrates with any application
 Allows the customer to add and fill data from the tablet as requested
 Document manager control available as COM/WPF or WinForm user control
 Signing devices are interchangeable
 Support any Windows or Android based tablets or mobile devices
 Extension screens (like Wacom) are supported
 Document scanning using integrated camera live preview
 Low network usage footprint
 Kiosk mode prevents tampering with the device
 Devices are accessed through USB, WiFi, LAN or Bluetooth
 Document zoom is available for accessibility
 Works with RDP and Citrix
 Offline template based signing
 Multiple signatures on the same document
 Color marker to direct the customer where to sign
 Green and advanced company perception
 ROI from day one
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